INTRODUCTION
McNaughton and Schützenberger showed in [8] and [11] that first-order defïnability, star-freeness and aperiodicity are equivalent notions for regular sets of words. Since the usual characterizations of regular word sets (in terms of regular expressions, monadic second-order logic, finite automata) have been carried over to sets of trees ( [14, 2] ), the question arises whether this transfer is also possible for the results of McNaughton and Schützenberger on star-free languages. In [13] first-order logic over trees, usuaî regular tree language expressions restricted to the star-free case, as well as aperiodicity over trees were considered. It was observed there that these star-free expressions are strictly more expressive than first-order logic and also yield nonaperiodic sets. Concerning the relation between first-order definability and aperiodicity it is shown as in the corresponding proof for star-free word languages (see e.g. [9] ) that first order defïnable sets are aperiodic; however, it remained open whether the converse also holds.
The present paper offers on one hand a restricted notion of star-freeness which exactly captures the strength of first-order logic over trees, and on the other hand it shows that there are aperiodic languages which are not firstorder defïnable. This shows that the équivalence of the notions "first-order", "star-free" and "aperiodic" for regular word languages completely fails in the corresponding case of tree ianguages and that hence the analogy between regular sets of words and regular sets of trees does not extend to the important subclass of star-free sets.
Both main results of the paper rely on the method of the EhrenfeuchtFraissé-game over trees. In the characterization of first-order logic by certain star-free expressions the games are used to justify a décomposition of firstorder formulas into conditions which speak only about certain parts of trees. In the construction of a non first-order defmable but aperiodic set the games are applied to show indistinguishability of trees by first-order formulas.
The paper is structured as follows: After technical preliminaries (Section 2) we will formulate and prove in Section 3 the characterization of first-order logic over trees in terms of regular expressions. For this purpose we define "special trees", i. e. trees over an alphabet E which can be labeled at the frontier with extra symbols of a "concaténation alphabet" D. Each such symbol may occur at most once at the frontier. So the resulting concaténation of trees is a restriction of the usual one defined in [14, 2] ; it corresponds to speaking about single nodes in first-order logic (as opposed to sets of nodes in monadic second-order logic used in [14, 2] ). Our result will state that a tree language is first-order defmable if and only if it is built up from finite sets of special trees using the opérations union, complement and concaténation, all restricted to the class of special trees. The main part of the proof of this characterization will be a décomposition of first-order formulas. The proof of this décomposition lemma uses the EhrenfeuchtFraissé-game (Section 4). In Section 5 we will present an aperiodic language T which will be proved to be not first-order defmable. To show this, we define a séquence of trees t i9 s t with t t eT, s t $T such that for all i the trees t t and s t are indistinguishable by first-order formulas of quantifier-depth L The indistinguishability will be shown again using the Ehrenfeucht-Fraissé-game.
A preliminary version of the paper has appeared in [5] . Some tedious but easy proofs left out here can be found in [6] .
I would like to thank W. Thomas for introducing me to the subject and his advice and steady encouragement. I'm also obliged to Th. Hafer for helpful discussions.
TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES
Let I = S 0 IJS 1 U... U 2 n be a ranked alphabet where each S £ is a fïnite set of f-ary symbols (the sets Z £ are not necessarily disjoint). Let furthermore D be an alphabet with 0-ary symbols, the "concaténation alphabet". A S, Dtree is a term built up from the symbols of E U D in the usual way; by T ZtD we dénote the set of ail £,D-trees. Instead of T z 0 we just write !T 2 .
Let F, T' c= T ZtD and deD. Then
is the set of all trees of T^D which resuit from some teT by substituting each occurrence of d in t by a tree of T'. The star-operation is defined by:
where
A tree language T a T z is called regular if there is a fmite alphabet D, such that T can be constructed from fmite subsets of T z D by using union, the concaténation opérations d and the star opérations * d with deD. A tree language T c T z is called star-free if there is a fmite alphabet Z> and a regular expression fieREÇL, D) without star-operator such that T(ff)=T. The set of all star-free expressions over 2,\JD is denoted by SFÇE, i)).
To defïne aperiodic tree languages we refer to a restricted concaténation of trees, which takes place at only one leaf. We call a tree special over S U [c] (where c is a 0-ary symbol not in £), if it has at most one occurrence of c. The set of all special trees over X U {c} is denoted by S z . This notion coïncides with the notion of an aperiodic word language when words are considered as unary trees (cf. [8] ). As for regular word languages, the property "aperiodic" is decidable also for regular tree languages. We now turn to the description of tree languages in terms of mathematical logic. If S contains at most w-ary symbols, a tree teT z (resp. teT zr ) is considered as a function ?: dom (/)-•£ [resp. / : dom (t) -> S U D] where dom (t) is the set of nodes of /, represented by a finite prefix closed set of words over {l, ...,«}* with the following property:
if xi e dom (t) then also xjedom(t) for ail y < L Dénote the (partial) prefix ordering by <. For the treatment of subtrees it is convenient to admit sets dom(t) of the form k-P where ke{\, . . ., n}* and P cz {1, . . ., «}* is a finite prefix-closed set again with property (*). In this case the node k is called root of t. The frontier fr(t) is defined by fr (t) : = {x e dom (t) | xi$dom(t) for i=l, . . ., n}. If t' is a tree with root k and t a tree with kefr(t), then t k t' is the tree obtained by inserting t' at node k. A eut of a tree t is the frontier of a prefix-tree of /, which is a subtree with same root as t and a domain included in dom(J). Stated in different words, a eut of / is a maximal (w. r. t. set inclusion) set of nodes of dom (/) which are pairwise incomparable by <. For a eut S of t the word w (S) is given by the séquence of the letters at the nodes of the eut, read from left to right w. r. t. the lexicographical ordering of the nodes.
For a tree teT x let S l9 . . ., S rt be the successor relations (with xS i yoxi = y) and let P a be the subset of dom(r) with keP a ot(k) = a for a e E. Then we will identify a tree teT z with the relational structure f = (dom(r), <,S l9 .. ., S n9 (PJ fle£ ). Now properties of trees can be formulated in terms of the corresponding first-order language L 1 (L). Formulas of this language are built up from variables x, y, ... [ranging over nodes of dom (f)], the connectives -i, A 5 v, =>,<>, the quantifiers 3, V and the symbols < 5 = , S l9 . . ., S n , P a (for ÖGS). A formula cp with the free variables x l9 . . ., x r is denoted by cp(x l5 . . ., x r ), and a formula without free variables is called a sentence, The interprétation of a formula (p(x 1? . . ., x r ) in a tree t with specified nodes k ly , . ., k r is defïned in the usual way; we write
, if (p is satisfied in t with A: f as interprétation for x t . The set of all trees which satisfy a sentence cp is denoted by 7"(cp). A set T c r E is first-order definable if there is a cpeZ^ÇE) with T= T((p). The quantifierdepth of a formula (p, denoted by qd(<p), is the maximum number of nested quantifier s in <p.
In the sequel for simplicity of exposition we consider only binary trees, L e. we deal with trees over an alphabet E = D o U Si U £ 2 with S 2 = 2 0 and
FIRST-ORDER FORMULAS AND STAR-FREE EXPRESSIONS
Extending the notion of special tree to trees over SUA we call a tree teT ZtD special if there is at most one occurrence of each symbol deD. The set of all special S, ZMrees is then denoted by S z> D . The language S £> D is a regular and even star-free subset of T z D [6] . The set of all special tree languages is closed under union and intersection, but not under concaténation and star-operation. It is closed under complement w. r. t. 5 L D .
Note that defîning a language T a T x for a given alphabet Z the concaténa-tion alphabet D is not fixed; but in each oceSFÇE, D) defîning T there are only finitely many symbols deD.
We now define an interprétation of the star-free expressions of RE(%, D) by setting inductively S(0) = 0, S(t) = {t} HS ltD , S(a
We call a tree language special star-free, if it can be described by a star-free expression with this interprétation. Our first result (Theorem 3.1) states the équivalence between special star-free and first-order defïnable tree languages.
Another way of characterization is a syntactical one. Here we ensure already by the construction of a set of star-free expressions that only sets of special trees are obtained. We use a star-free expression ot s D denoting S s D (for its straightforward, but tedious définition, see [6] 
iff there is an alphabet D and a star-free expression aeSFÇL, D) such that T=S(a); iff there is an alphabet D and an expression aeSSFÇL, D) such that T= T(a).
• To prove Theorem 3.1 we need some notations:
Let (t, X) with te r L , À,edom(/) and k 0 , k u . . ., &"edom(/) be given such that:
(iii) k o^X and not kj < X (/= 1, . . ., n).
Then the fragment-tree of (/, X) given by the nodes k Oi k u . . ., k n is the subtree of / which has root k 0 and which is obtained from / by restricting dom (0 to those nodes k with k o^k and not k t < k. We dénote this fragment-
We just write (*, X) [k°>K] if K={k x , . . ., &"}; instead of (f, A.)
Fragment-trees of the form t [k°>K] are defined in an analogous way as fragment-trees {t, X) [k°tK] .
Immediately from the définition of a fragment-tree foUows
be two fragment-trees of t wit h keK. Then the tree is also a fragment-tree {and wel! defined). m
We introducé first-order formulas corresponding to fragment-trees: DÉFINITION 3.3: A first-order formula which is appropriate for the fragmenttree {t, A,)
] is a formula <p(y, x 0 , . . .,x n )eL 1 (E) where each quantified subformula is of the form
Vz hc o^z A A -i(X;<z) ) is equivalent to
and hence to a fragment-formula of the form q>[ It is convenient to drop first the restriction S (a) c= T z and to show that for each aeSFÇL, D) there is a formula <^asL 1 (L) of the form:
V cpfi-V Obviously 0 is described by 3 y (y < y). A tree teT x D -S ZD again is described by 3 y (y < y), since in this case S(t) = 0. Concerning trees teS z D the construction will be inductively:
The tree a e 2 is described by Let t~a{t u t 2 ) be given and the tree t 1 resp. t 2 be described by 9J The second case ensures that only trees teS ZD satisfy the formula. In the third formula cp (xjx) arises from <p by substituting x t by x. This substitution is necessary since one of the variables x[. . .x' n may be equal to x t (z. e. corresponding to d t ). This variable however must be excluded from the quantification 3 x, which causes that the former variable x t is now bounded, Le. the concaténation symbol d x in a is vanished.
Concerning the boolean connectives, the construction of <p a v p is trivial. Building the formula <p_, a , the main steps are the construction of formulas cp n ai . and the conjunction of them. Given cp a of the form cp [du ,,, idn) and
S(oi)czS
P°- k *-V*id 1 ...- k -d,
eS(aî).
Corresponding to Lemma 3.4 follows. >' 01 arose from cp by "relativizing" each quantification to x 0 . So with the interprétation of x 0 by the root k 0 the équivalence follows immediately.
To show Lemma 3.6 we need the following Décomposition Lemma which will be proved in Section 4, using the Ehrenfeucht-Fraissé-game.
Décomposition Lemma 3.7
For each formula cp(y) [ vol. 25, n° 2, 1991 Intuitively the second part of the conjunction only speaks about parts of trees "below" y and the first of parts "above" y (in the sense of "not below y). Therefore the subformulas are labeled with "a", resp. "è".
We prove Lemma 3.6 by induction on the quantifïer-depth q of the formulas cp E *°'
x \ The most interesting step concerns quantification (the others are easy). We know that for each formula ( 
PROOF OF THE DECOMPOSITION LEMMA WITH THE EHRENFEUCHT-FRAISSE-GAME
In this section we prove the Décomposition Lemma by means of the Ehrenfeucht-Fraissé-game. (In some cases we state standard lemmas without proof; for details we refer the reader to [10] .) We start introducing these games played on two fragment-trees of the form (/, X 0 ) [ above (again in the sensé of "not below") the node X o (resp. X' o ) and t [X°>Kb] (resp. t' {X o> K d) below the node X o (resp. X' o ). The set of nodes K a a K (resp. K^) thereby consists of the nodes of K (resp. K) above the node X o (resp. XQ) and the set K b <= K (resp. K b ) of the nodes of K (resp. K) below the node À, o (resp. X f 0 ). The Composition Lemma shows that it is possible to obtain a winning-strategy for the game on the composed fragment-tree from the winning-strategies for the constituting fragment-trees. Formally:
Sketch ofproof
Let G a be a winning-strategy for player II in the game on the upper two fragment-trees of t, f and G b a winning-strategy for the lower fragment-trees.
One has to verify that the following strategy is a winning-strategy on the composed fragment-trees:
Player II sélects for each node chosen by player I from dom(; [fc O'*^<V])-p, o j ( r esp. dom(;' tfc 0'< u{^}1 )-{X' o }) the node as given by the strategy G a , and for each node chosen by player I from dom (t [l°'Kb] ) [resp. dom(t f [k°>Kb] )] the corresponding node given by the strategy G b .
For the inductive proof that a winning strategie results see [6] , • Now we are able to prove the Décomposition Lemma of the previous Section:
Proof of the décomposition Lemma 3.7; By Lemma 4.2 (e), each formula <p(y) [x°'X] with qd(q>) = n is equivalent to a finite disjunction of rc-typedescriptions of the form <p ni (y) [x°'X] -We show that each q> n (y) [x°'X] is decomposable in the desired way.
We take the set T of all pairs (n a , n b ) such that: 
APERIODIC LANGUAGES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO FIRST-ORDER DEFINA-BLE LANGUAGES
We show in this section that first-order definability is a more restrictive notion than aperiodicity; hence the well-known result of the theory of regular word languages on the équivalence between aperiodicity and first-order definability fails in the case of tree languages. That each first-order definable tree language is aperiodic, is shown immediately by induction (see [9] for a corresponding proof in the case of word languages). THEOREM 
5.1: There is an aperiodic regular tree language which is not firstorder definable,
Proof: Let S = {a, b}. We define Tcz T T to be the set of trees where for all cuts S with | S\ > 1 the word w(S) is in E*aa£*. It is easy to see that T is a regular, aperiodic tree language: Note that the existence of a eut ££*Ö<Z£* is directly expressible in monadic second order logic over finite trees (which implies by [14] , [2] that the resulting tree language is regular). Concerning aperiodicity this existence claim for trees s o .s n .t does not depend on the choice of n provided n > 1.
We show that T is not first-order definable in the following way, using the équivalence = n of Définition 4.1: (*) For each n > 0 there are two trees t n , s n eT z with t n = n s n , but /"eland s n $T.
With (*) it follows that for any first-order sentence <p, say of quantifier depth n, there exist trees t, seT^ which are on the one hand indistinguishable by cp (since t = n s) and on the other hand satisfy teT and s$T. So, clearly, T will not be first-order definable. We define the trees /", s n by induction. 
letters a).
The main difficuity of the proof is the construction of t n + u s n+1 . Let trees t n , s n be given with t n = n s n , t n eT, s n $T and the following additional three properties:
(i) The root of both trees is labeled with a.
(ii) The leftmost path of s n is labeled with a.
(iii) There is a eut S in s n with w(S)$Y<*aal,* which ends with b.
Note that the trees t l9 s x realize these three properties. We will ensure them also for t n + 1 and s n+1 .
To define t n+1 and s n+l we consider for arbitrary fc^l a "zigzag tree" z k and a fixed "path tree" p: 
also with {d t 2 , ^ 3 } = {rf 2 , ^3}. We shall explain that each tree of the above form (1) is a member of T [Le. that for all cuts S of such a tree we have w(S)e£*aaE*] 3 and for each tree of the above form (2) there is a eut S with w(£)££*<zaE*.
To show the first claim, consider t n+ x say of the form:
Then any eut which does not start by two consécutive letters a starts with abb*. To pass through the whole tree on a eut one has to cross the "zig-zag line" and to pass one of the subtrees p' dl s n di2 s n di3 t n , and the only way to avoid two consécutive a is to choose here the leftmost node of the subtree, which is labeled with b, To reach now the rightmost node of this subtree (which is necessary for the construction of a eut), one has to pass the three sub-subtrees (t n or s n ) at least at the root. Thereby one has to choose a eut in the sub-subtree t n (then the claim is shown, because in t n all cuts are from £* aa?,*) or otherwise to choose the root of t n . Because of the three assumed properties for s n , t n above, this root is labeled with a and each node of the leftmost path of the tree s n also, hence in all cases one obtains a eut which contains two consécutive letters a. (Note that if the tree /" would be replaced only for d l9 the last argument would fail, because there would not follow a tree s n , but only a node labeled with b.)
Now we consider the claim for a tree of form (2):
The marked eut clearly is a not in E*aal,*. Note that here the property is used that there is a eut in s n without two consécutive letters a which ends with b (induction assumption).
Because of the fïnite index of =" [Lemma 4. tn + i'^r'^t» and
Obviously the trees t n + 1 , s n + 1 are of the form (1), resp. (2), described above, hence t n+1 eT, .y n + 1^r and they realize the three properties (i), (ii), (iii). So it remains to show t n + 1 = n + iS n + 1 . By Lemma 4.2 (à) it suffices to show:
(i) for all fcedom(f" +1 ) there is a k'edom(s n+1 ) such that:
(ii) for all ^'edom^+J there is a A;edom(r" + 1 ) such that: 1 ) is the node corresponding to k of dom(r^+ 1 ). Then clearly:
#+i =»£li (°r equivalently r\ = n r' 2 ) and (/^+ 1 , k) = n ($+i> k ')-
Hence with Composition Lemma we obtain (t n+u k) = n (s n + li k') which was to be shown.
(ii) To show this direction of the proof one argues in a similar way with the tree r 3 instead of r 2 .
• 6. CONCLUSION In this paper we have presented two results on first-order definable sets of finite trees: We have characterized first-order logic over fïnite trees in terms of a special class of star-free tree expressions, and we have clarified the relation between first-order logic and aperiodicity: For sets of finite trees, first-order definability is a more restrictive notion than aperiodicity.
It is well known that monadic second-order logic (first-order logic extended by quantification over sets) over trees characterizes the regular tree languages ( [2, 14] ). Thomas defined in [13] two restricted versions of monadic secondorder logic related to tree structures: chain-and antichain-A$ïinab\\iXy. A subset of dom(/) is a chain if it is linearly ordered by the partial tree ordering <. It is an antichain if any two distinct éléments in it are incomparable w. r. t. <. A set T c r z is chain-(antichain-) definable if there is a cp e L 2 (E) such that T is the set of all trees t in which cp is satisfied under the proviso that the set variables in cp range only over chains (antichains). Thomas showed the équivalence between the star-free languages and antichain definable languages; he also proved the équivalence of aperiodicity and firstorder logic for chain definable sets of trees. Given arbitrary alphabets E (including E x # 0) the classes of regular, star-free, special star-free, monadic second-order (m. s.o.) definable, antichain definable, chain definable, firstorder (f. o.) definable and aperiodic tree languages are -as far as known-re- If we consider sets of strictly binary trees (Le, over Z = Z 0 = 2 2 with star-free. A joint result with D. Niwinski states that a natural candidate for a non star-free set of trees, consisting of ail binary trees over the alphabet [a, b\ with an even number of letters a, is in fact star-free [7] , Hence the intuition concerning sets of words that star-free languages "are not able to capture modulo counting" fails in the case of tree languages.
Further questions which remain open are: -Is first-order defînability decidable for regular sets of trees?
-Which subclass of regular tree expressions characterizes the chain deflnable tree languages? -Is there an aperiodic tree language which is not antichain-defînable (consider the question mark in the diagram)? -Are there regular tree languages which are not (chain + antichain)-definable (in this case the set quantifiers range either over chains or antichains)?
